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Polymeric hole-transporting material with a
flexible backbone for constructing thermally
stable inverted perovskite solar cells†

Wenhua Zhang, Xueping Zong, * Ming Luo, Mengnan Hua, Lianjie Zhu,
Mao Liang and Song Xue*

The explored p–i–n inverted architecture perovskite solar cells (i-PSCs) show promising application in

flexible, large-scale and laminated photovoltaic technology. Polymeric HTMs for i-PSCs have been rarely

reported. Thus far, only a commercial hole-transporting material, polytriarylamine (PTAA), has achieved a

significant PCE of over 23% in i-PSCs. However, a perovskite precursor exhibits poor wettability on the

PTAA films, thereby reducing their reproducibility and causing uncontrollable device instability. In this

study, a type of binaphthyl-ether based polymer Z13 was developed through radical polymerization to

replace the palladium catalyzed coupling reaction. A small molecule (Z5) and commercial PTAA were

classified as the control. The comparatively flexible ether bond (–O–) of the backbone in Z13 improved

the solubility and film forming properties of the material, thereby contributing to a superior morphology

uniformity of the deposited perovskite. Consequently, promising device performance was achieved for

i-PSCs endowed with Z13. The maximum power conversion efficiency of 18.80% obtained for Z13 was

comparable with that of PTAA (19.02%), exceeding that with Z5 (18.48%). More importantly, Z13 films

ensured a significantly optimized device thermal-durability as opposed to references PTAA and Z5. This

study proposed a promising design for novel polymeric materials with low costs, high production

reproducibility, favorable solubility and excellent optoelectronic properties.

Introduction

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) refer to a type of novel solar cell based
on organic–inorganic halide perovskite materials. In 2009, when
PSCs were initially introduced, their power conversion efficiency
(PCE) was only 3.8%, whereas, 10 years later, the certified PCE
reached up to 25.5%, and the PCE exhibited by perovskite-Si
laminated photovoltaic devices was as high as 29%.1–8 However,
the poor stability of PSCs restricts their commercial applications.
Accordingly, to sustainably develop energy and protect the environ-
ment, it is of great practical significance to optimize the vital
materials of PSCs to ensure an efficient photoelectric conversion
and prolong device stability simultaneously.9,10

Hole-transporting materials (HTMs) act as crucial components
of highly efficient PSCs, and are indispensable in hole extraction,
transport and suppression of charge recombination.10–12 Researchers
have developed a wide range of dopant-free organic HTMs,

including small molecular compounds and polymers.13–15 As
compared with small molecular compounds, polymers exhibit
better thermal stability, interfacial adhesion and film tough-
ness. Over the past few years, the application of dopant-free
polymer molecules in PSCs has aroused enormous attention e.g.,
random copolymers (PTEG)16 comprising benzo[1,2-b:4,5:B0]dithio-
phene (BDT) and 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (BT), efficient polymeric
(DTB(xDEG)17 through side-chain engineering, and donor–acceptor
type polymers (PBT1-C)18 by copolymerizing (BDD) with the BDT
backbone and a BDT derivative P3.19 Recently, Li and Guo20 devised
a series of amino-modified BDT derivatives, in which the PBDT-N20
based PSCs yielded a PCE of 18.9%. Zhen et al.21 reported two types
of dopant-free, donor–acceptor-type polymeric HTMs. In the
study, fused-ring indacenodithieno[3,2-b]thiophene (IDTT) or
indacenodithiophene (IDT) served as the donor, and BDD was
employed as the acceptor.

The mentioned polymeric HTMs exhibit tuned energy levels,
high hole mobility, good temperature and humidity resistivities,
excellent film qualities and a defect passivation ability.16–22 The
corresponding PSCs exhibited an advanced device efficiency
and stability.17,23,24 However, the mentioned efficient polymers
structured in a complex way are always synthesized by several
tedious steps of the Stille/Suzuki coupling reaction as catalyzed
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by the noble metal palladium. The molecular weight is difficult
to control. In addition, the reaction raw materials, fused rings
(e.g., BDD, BDT, IDT and IDTT), are expensive, thereby causing
an elevated synthesis cost. Moreover, they are only applied in
the n–i–p normal structured PSCs. Polymeric HTMs for p–i–n
inverted architecture PSCs (i-PSCs) have been rarely reported.
The commercial HTM poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly-
(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) exhibits a low PCE in i-PSCs
due to its inconsistent energy level.25–28 In 2016, PhNa-1T was
incorporated into PEDOT:PSS to build two layers of HTMs,
which gave an impressive PCE of 14.7% in i-PSCs.29 Thus far,
only polytriarylamine (PTAA) achieved a significant PCE of
23.37% after a bifunctional molecule was incorporated into
inverted i-PSCs.30 However, the perovskite precursor exhibits
poor wettability on the PTAA films, thereby leading to inferior
technical reproducibility during the device fabrication.31 Thus,
it is necessary to develop suitable facile effective polymeric
HTMs for i-PSCs and to extend their applications in flexible,
large-scale and laminated photovoltaic technology.

In this study, a novel polymer was synthesized (Fig. 1),
termed as Z13, by using radical polymerization to replace the
palladium catalyzed coupling reaction. In such a molecule, the
large rigid binaphthalene groups acted as the polymer backbone,
while the triphenylamine units were arranged on both sides of the
backbone as the donors and side chains. The large p conjugation of
naphthalene rings could more effectively provide suitable intermo-
lecular p–p interactions and facilitate the intermolecular charge
transport.22,32 It is noteworthy that the comparatively flexible ether
bond (–O–) increased the backbone flexibility and the fractional free
volume, thereby contributing to the solubility and film forming
properties of the material. Furthermore, the resulting binaphthyl-
ether based polymer Z13 was comprehensively investigated for its
photophysical parameters, electrochemical properties, photovoltaic
performance, etc.

Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization

The synthesis routes are illustrated in Scheme S1 (ESI†), and the
detailed synthesis steps are described in the ESI.† Commercially
available reagents (e.g., 6,60-dibromo-1,10-bi-2-naphthol, 4-methoxy-
N-(4-methoxyphenyl)-N-(4-(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)-
phenyl)aniline) were adopted to synthesize the polymer through three
facile steps i.e., two types of coupling reactions and a radical poly-
merization reaction. The synthetic cost for Z13 was estimated to be
$45 g-1 (Tables S1 and S2, ESI†), a tenth of that of PTAA ($423 g�1).33

Furthermore, the molecular structures of Z13 and Z5 were
characterized by FT-IR measurements. According to Fig. 2a, the
peak of the hydroxy unit in Z5 was observed at 3452 cm�1 for
the asymmetric stretching vibration of the O–H group. After the
polymerization, this peak disappeared in Z13 spectra. Absor-
bance at 1329 cm�1 detected for Z13 indicated the stretching
vibration of the –O– band.34,35

The molecular weight distribution was measured with gel
permeation chromatography (GPC). The number-average mole-
cular weight (Mn) of Z13 was determined as 6.8 kDa with a
polydispersity index (PI) of 1.6. The polymerization reaction
conditions were mild. Accordingly, the synthesis process could
be reproducible, and the molecular weight could be controlla-
ble. Polymer Z13 exhibited a high solubility in common chlor-
obenzene, toluene and chloroform solvents. As opposed to the
abovementioned, Z5 showed a lower solubility in the chloro-
benzene solution. Thus, during the PSC fabrication process, Z5
was dissolved in 10–15%(Vol) of N,N-dimethylformamide and
then diluted to 5 mg mL�1 with chlorobenzene.

Photophysical and electrochemical properties

The frontier energy levels of hole-transporting materials are
essential for charge transfer and capture. According to Fig. 2b

Fig. 1 Synthetic routes for target HTM Z13 and small molecule Z5.
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and Table 1, Z13 and Z5 exhibited similar optical absorption
profiles with optical bandgaps (Eopt

g ) of 3.03 eV and 3.04 eV,
respectively. Compared with Z5, the blue shifted fluorescence
peak of Z13 might be due to the formation of polymers, which
limited the rotation of the monomer, thereby resulting in the
increase of the system energy. The highest occupied molecular
orbitals (HOMOs) were assessed from the cyclic voltammetry
(CV) measurements. As indicated in Fig. 2c, the oxidation–
reduction potential (EHOMO) was 0.81 V for Z13 and Z5, and their
HOMO was �5.21 eV calculated using the empirical formula
EHOMO = �e(Eox + 4.4) (eV).21,36 EHOMO was standardized with
ferrocene (Fig. S1 and Table S3, ESI†). The lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) levels were �2.18 eV for Z13 and
�2.17 eV for Z5 estimated from the formula ELUMO (eV) = EHOMO

(eV) + Eopt
g . Both the HOMO and LUMO energy levels of Z13 and

Z5 were consistent with those of the perovskite well (Fig. 2d).
This enables the simultaneous efficient extraction of holes and
prevents the shunt channels from the perovskite to the electron
transport layer (PCBM), which could effectively suppress the
charge recombination at the HTM/perovskite/ETM interface.

Wettability and thermal properties

In this study, PTAA was used in i-PSCs as a reference HTM to
understand the capabilities of newly designed HTMs. For the
vital fabrication step in which perovskite is deposited on the
upper layer of the HTM films, the wettability of the HTM films
significantly affected the growth of perovskite crystals. The
contact angles of the perovskite precursor on different HTMs
were probed. Fig. 3a illustrates that the 261 of Z5 and 241 of Z13
are smaller than that of PTAA (401), indicating that the men-
tioned two HTMs presented good perovskite precursor wett-
ability. In addition, Z5 and Z13 films showed similar
hydrophobicity properties to PTAA.

Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scan-
ning calorimetry (DSC) characterization were adopted to illus-
trate the thermal properties of HTMs. As depicted in Fig. 3b
and c, Z5 exhibits a glass transition temperature (Tg) of 137 1C,
while Z13 shows no obvious phase transition peak and main-
tains well an amorphous morphology in the range of �40 to
300 1C. The mentioned result was primarily attributed to the
greater steric hindrance and limited rotation around the poly-
mers. In addition, according to Fig. S2 (ESI†), Z13 exhibited an
excellent thermal stability with 5% weight loss temperature (Td,
5%) located at 383 1C and at least 55% residual char yield after
800 1C. Specific to inverted p–i–n type devices, thermal anneal-
ing processes were required in the subsequent perovskite
growth, the formation of electron-transporting layer and the
electrode evaporation. Thus, a good thermal stability and an
improved Tg of HTMs could be indispensable to achieve a long-
time stability of i-PSCs.37,38

Table 1 Photophysical, electrochemical and thermal properties exhibited
by HTMs

HTMs lint [nm] Eopt
g

a [eV] EHOMO
b [V] HOMO [eV] LUMO [eV] Tg [1C]

Z13 409 3.03 0.81 �5.21 �2.18 —
Z5 408 3.04 0.81 �5.21 �2.17 137

a Eopt
g = 1240/lint. lint represents the intersection point of normalized

UV-vis absorption and emission curves.

Fig. 2 (a) FT-IR spectra of Z13 and Z5; (b) UV-vis absorption and photoluminescence spectra of HTMs in CH2Cl2; (c) cyclic voltammetry curves; and (d)
energy levels in i-PSCs.
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Photovoltaic performance of i-PSCs

In i-PSCs, since the surface film morphology of HTMs could
impact the growth of upper-layer perovskite crystals, tapping-
mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) was probed with glass/
ITO/HTM as the substrate. Fig. 4b indicates a smoother and
more homogeneous surface with a root-mean-square roughness
(Rq) of 2.79 nm for Z13. The Rq values of Z5 and PTAA reached
3.55 nm and 3.18 nm, respectively. Though Z13 achieved a
larger Mn compared with Z5, it exhibited a better solubility in
the commonly used organic solvents (e.g., chlorobenzene). The
smoother HTM surface of Z13 confirmed a better contact within
the interface of perovskite and HTLs.

As impacted by the consistent energy levels, enhanced
thermal stability and improved surface film morphology, the
p–i–n structural i-PSCs were assembled with an architecture of
ITO/HTM/MAIPbI3/PCBM/BCP/Ag (Fig. 4a). Besides, the commercial
HTM, PTAA, was used to fabricate devices for comparison. In order
to reduce the partial dissolution of the underlying Z5 layer caused by
the perovskite precursor solution, the perovskite layer fabrication
process should be operated quickly. Fig. 4c displays the current
density–voltage ( J–V) plots for the optimized i-PSCs, and the
corresponding performance data are summarized in Table 2.
The devices based on small molecule Z5 displayed a relatively
low PCE of 18.48%, coupled with an open-circuit voltage (Voc) of
1.062 V, a short-circuit current (Jsc) of 22.27 mA cm�2, and a fill
factor (FF) of 78%. Furthermore, the polymer Z13-based devices
exhibited an enlarged Voc of 1.085 V, a Jsc of 22.73 mA cm�2, and
a FF of 76%, thereby leading to an optimized PCE of 18.80%.
Such an efficiency is comparable with that of the i-PSCs using
PTAA as the HTM (19.02%).

In addition to the efficiency, a smaller hysteresis was
observed for the Z13-fabricated devices between the forward
and reverse scans with an absolute hysteresis index of 0.007. As
the opposed to that mentioned, the hysteresis index was 0.049
for devices with Z5 and 0.016 for that of PTAA, respectively
(Fig. 4e, f, Fig. S3 (ESI†) and Table 2).28,37 The external quantum
efficiency (EQE) spectra were measured to estimate Jsc values
(Fig. 4d). The integrated Jsc values were ordered as Z13 4
PTAA 4 Z5, in good accordance with the results derived from
the J–V curves.

Jsc differences could be generally associated with charge
transfer behavior within the devices.39 To more specifically
confirm the charge transport dynamics between the perovskite
and HTL interfaces, the steady-state (PL) and time-resolved
photoluminescence (TRPL) were measured. All samples of
MAPbI3 with/without HTM films were spin-coated on the ITO
surface. As shown in Fig. 5a, an emission peak located at 759 nm
was presented for the pristine perovskite film, whereas the PL of
perovskite coated on the HTM films was obviously quenched. It is
noteworthy that, after Z13 and PTAA were incorporated, the PL
intensity was quenched by 76% and 73%, respectively, whereas
60% of PL was quenched by Z5. The stronger PL quenching
behaviors of Z13 and PTAA films indicated more efficient hole
transfer from the perovskite to HTMs in comparison with Z5.12,33

TRPL was fitted by a biexponential function I(t) = A1 exp(�t/t1) +
A2 exp(�t/t2) (Fig. 5b), and the corresponding fitted PL lifetime is
listed in Table S4 (ESI†). The TRPL decay in perovskite
with/without HTMs is primarily dominated by the fast decay
process. Notably, t1 was shortened to 14.7 ns for MAPbI3-Z13
and 15.8 ns for MAPbI3-PTAA as compared to that for Z5 (16.0 ns).

Fig. 3 (a) The contact angles of water and the perovskite precursor on different HTMs. Different scanning calorimetry curves of Z5 (b) and Z13 (c).
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The mentioned results were in good accordance with the steady-
state PL spectra.40 As collected in Fig. 7, the fresh perovskite
crystal (PVSK, 0 h) coated on Z13 and PTAA films was larger and

sharper in contrast to that of Z5. Furthermore, Z13 afforded a
more uniform perovskite morphology. A poor crystallinity mor-
phology of MAPbI3 resulted in a lower Jsc, consequently, Z5-based
i-PSCs presented a lower efficiency.

Besides the Jsc distinction, as illustrated in Fig. 4c and
Table 2, we found a low Voc value for Z5-based i-PSCs. Specifi-
cally, there are two factors affecting the Voc level: the energy
level alignment and charge recombination behaviors.12,30,41,42

For the similar energy levels between Z13 and Z5, carrier
recombination was considered to be a major influence for Voc

loss. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) char-
acterization was conducted to probe the internal electrical
characteristics in the dark ranging from 1 MHz to 20 Hz. The
obtained data were fitted by an equivalent circuit model
displayed in Fig. S4 (ESI†). The series resistance (Rs) at low
frequency relates to the properties of electron-transport materials
(ETMs). Recombination resistance (Rrec) could represent the

Fig. 4 (a) Device architecture of p–i–n i-PSCs; (b) atomic force microscopy images; (c) J–V curves of the i-PSCs in the forward scanning direction
under AM 1.5G, 100 mW cm�2 illumination; and (d) EQE spectra of the corresponding i-PSCs; J–V curves measured with forward and reverse scanning
for Z5 (e) and Z13 (f), respectively.

Table 2 Photophysical, electrochemical and thermal properties exhibited
by HTMs

HTMs
Scan
direction

Jsc

[mA cm�2]
Voc

[V]
FF
[%]

PCEa

[%]
Hysteresisb

index
Average
PCE [%]

Z13 Forward 22.73 1.085 76 18.80 — —
Reverse 22.37 1.080 77 18.57 0.007 17.85 � 0.39

Z5 Forward 22.27 1.062 78 18.48 — —
Reverse 22.27 1.058 75 17.57 0.049 17.62 � 0.23

PTAA Forward 22.48 1.079 78 19.02 — —
Reverse 22.32 1.079 78 18.75 0.016 17.43 � 0.86

a Maximal performance. b The hysteresis index was calculated by: HI =
[JRS(0.8Voc) � JFS(0.8Voc)]/[JRS(0.8Voc)], here JFS(0.8Voc) and JRS(0.8Voc)
represent the photocurrent density at 80% of Voc with the forward scan
(FS) and reverse scan (FS), respectively.
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charge recombination resistance at low frequency. Rrec of i-PSCs
reached 1.2 KO for Z13, 1.1 KO for PTAA and 0.4 KO for Z5,
respectively. A higher Rrec could indicate a lower recombination
rate, so the device with PTAA and Z13 exhibited a higher Voc as
impacted by the suppressed charge recombination.31,43

To further verify whether the Z13-based i-PSCs outperformed
commercial PTAA, J–V results obtained from 15 individual
i-PSCs are plotted in Fig. 5d and summarized in Tables S5–S7
(ESI†). As demonstrated in the histogram of PCE, Z13/Z5-based
displayed an improved average PCE of 17.86% and 17.62%,
respectively. Furthermore, Z13/Z5-based displayed a higher
reproducibility with a narrower efficiency distribution in con-
trast to PTAA.

Device stability

Thermal tolerance for the perovskite coated upper layer of HTMs
could be a crucial factor to evaluate the potential application in
extreme environments. To assess the thermal device stability, all
unencapsulated i-PSCs with different HTMs were kept under a N2

atmosphere (30% relative humidity) at 85 1C. The i-PSCs
endowed with Z13 maintained over 86% of the initial perfor-
mance after 45 h aging at 85 1C, whereas the references with
PTAA and Z5 suffered an obvious decreased performance. In
particular, the PTAA-based device retained only 60% of the
original PCE after 45 h. Fig. 6c provides a clear evolution of
perovskite film-degradation. In comparison to the fresh one, the
perovskite film with PTAA decomposed to a pale-yellow film and
that with Z5 displayed a slightly yellow surface, whereas the

perovskite film coated on Z13 retained a dark uniform appear-
ance after heating for 45 h.

The mentioned degradation of the perovskite morphology
was further illustrated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). As marked in the XRD spectra
(Fig. 6b), peak 1* belonged to the decomposed PbI2, while peak
2* was ascribed to the main characteristic peak for the (110)
plane of the perovskite.44 In all fresh perovskite films, no PbI2

impurity signal was observed. Moreover, all the bare perovskite
crystals were sharp (Fig. 7). After 24 h, a PbI2 impurity signal
was detected for the mentioned three HTMs. The peak intensity
ratio between PbI2 and the (110) plane of the perovskite is
ordered in the sequence of Z13, Z5 and PTAA. Thus, perovskite
coated on Z13 was less degraded, so the perovskite morphology
remained sharp. When heated for 45 h, the thermal-stability
difference in perovskite films became more pronounced. The
small crystal in the Z5-based perovskite was decomposed, and a
significant fraction of the perovskite crystals for PTAA was
decomposed. As opposed to that mentioned, the Z13-based
perovskite crystal retained uniform and dense morphology. The
XRD and SEM results were in good agreement with the PCE
evolution. For this reason, a better perovskite crystal quality
was achieved on the surface of Z13 films and further an
optimized device thermal-stability was obtained as opposed to
that of the small molecule (Z5) and commercial PTAA. Given the
limitations of complex synthetic routes for PTAA and inferior
thermal stability of the corresponding i-PSCs, Z13 validates
more promising applications in laminated silicon-perovskite
and the roll-to-roll process for large-scale devices.

Fig. 5 (a) Steady-state photoluminescence; (b) time-resolved photoluminescence; (c) electrochemical impedance spectroscopy characterization; and
(d) PCE variations for 18 individual i-PSCs with different HTMs.
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Fig. 6 Stability analysis. (a) PCE evolution of unencapsulated i-PSCs heated at 85 1C under a N2 atmosphere (30% relative humidity); (b) XRD pattern
evolution of i-PSCs with different HTMs; and (c) perovskite (PVSK) film-degradation evolution during heating.

Fig. 7 The morphology degradation of perovskite films deposited on the different HTM layers (a) Z13; (b) Z5; and (c) PTAA.
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Conclusions

In this work, a facile and rational design of a novel polymer
was presented, termed as Z13. The polymerization reaction
conditions were mild and reproducible, and the molecular
weight was controllable. The comparative flexible ether bond
(–O–) in the Z13 structure optimized the backbone flexibility
and fractional free volume, and it further improved the solubility
and film forming properties. The resulting binaphthyl-ether
based polymer Z13 facilitated the thermal-stability and the
charge transfer as compared with those of the small molecule
(termed Z5) and commercial PTAA. When employed in p–i–n
structured perovskite solar cells, the devices with Z13 exhibited a
power conversion efficiency of 18.80%, which was comparable
with that of PTAA (19.02%). In addition, the Z13-fabricated
devices were observed to exhibit smaller hysteresis. Furthermore,
a better perovskite crystal quality was obtained on the surface of
Z13 films, thereby ensuring an improved device thermal-stability
in comparison to references PTAA and Z5. This study proposed a
guideline to access polymeric HTMs achieving high efficiency
and good thermal stability.

Experimental

Synthetic procedures of compounds Z5 and Z13 are listed in
Fig. 1. The chemical structure of novel HTMs was determined
by 1H NMR. All the materials and solvents were purchased
without further purification. Some characterization studies of
HTMs and i-PSCs are presented in the ESI.†
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